Customer story: Alm. Brand

Alm. Brand Excels Through TIA
“From our experience, systems
built in-house are generally
out-of-date before they are
even completed.”
- CIO Lars Lysdal Jensen, Alm.
Brand

TIA has been building insurance
software for over two decades and
works hard to stay up-to-date with
insurance company needs and integrate
them into future TIA releases. Just as
every office doesn’t build its own e-mail
system, TIA believes that it is in the
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“TIA really offers the only
solution that can accommodate
all our needs. It is the most
advanced solution available and
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insurance spectrum.”
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“It used to take up to 10 steps to issue
a new policy, which can now be done in
one or two steps. It is a realistic goal to
have 90 percent of all uncomplicated
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“Claims management has
reached new levels and
products are brought to market
much faster.”
- CIO Lars Lysdal Jensen

